Abstract. The optimality of the binary algorithm to evaluate xn is established where x is an integer or a completely dense polynomial modulo m, n is a positive integer, and the multiplications are done using a simple improvement on the naive algorithm.
Introduction. The problem of finding the cheapest way to evaluate x" has been considered by D. E. Knuth in [1] where, subject to the assumption that the cost of multiplying x' by x1 is independent of x, i or/, he shows that the problem reduces to that of finding the shortest addition chain for n and discusses this problem at length.
There is no known simple solution, but several algorithms are described that generate chains that are reasonably close to the shortest for moderate values of n.
W. M. Gentleman made a further contribution to the subject in [2] by showing that if x is a sparse polynomial and n is large enough then the cheapest way to evaluate x" will eventually be by repeated multiplication by x. The difference between Knuth's and Gentleman's results is due to the fact that if / and / are large and x is sparse with n + 1 terms, then the multiplication of jc' • x' has a cost in proportion to 07)".
The purpose of this paper is to examine the particular case when the cost of multiplying x' by x1 is proportional to ij; such a model applies to integers and dense polynomials modulo m.
Cost of Multiplication. We evaluate the cost of multiplying xl by x' using the principles outlined in [1 ] , namely an enumeration of the number of primitive operations to be done.
We observe first of all that the only difference between integer and completely dense polynomial multiplication modulo m is that the carry is omitted in the latter case. If jc is a p digit number then x2 has 2p digits and x' has ip digits, and the cost of multiplying x' by x' using the elementary algorithm is proportional to the number of digit by digit multiplications, that is ijp2. If however i = j, then there is complete symmetry in the two arguments and only half the digit-by-digit multiplications are required, that is, xktjp2.
If C(ex, . . . , er: hx, . . . , hs) is the cost of evaluating expressions ex to er given the expressions hx to hs and if we normalize p2 to 1, then we may write as the cost of the cheapest possible evaluation of ex, . . . , er given hx, . . . ,hs. In particular, C(x") = C(x": x) is the cost of the cheapest possible evaluation of x" using the multiplication algorithm outlined above. Finally, the sequence 1 = b$, . . . , b" = n is the addition chain defined by the binary algorithm for n.
Theorem. For all n > 0 and x such that (1) above holds we have
and b%, . . . , b" is uniquely the cheapest chain for x". To prove this we need the result that for all 0 < m < n, Next it may readily be shown that C(jc") = Cb(x") for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and that the addition chain defined by bexp(x, n) is uniquely the cheapest; therefore, we commence by assuming <5) C(x') = Cb(x% Ki<p-l, and
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use I = b'0, . . . , b's = i is unique for 1 < i < p -1.
Next we deny the theorem by assuming that there exists an addition chain a0,...,ar ¿ >g, . . . , bP which is cheaper or as cheap as that defined by bexp(x, n). That is if Ca(xp) is the cost of evaluating xp using the chain A, we have (6) Ca(xp) = Z(xp) < Cb(xp);
and clearly, we must have ar_l =£ bp_l otherwise A would point to a cheaper method to evaluate x r~l or a non unique chain for x r_1 in contradiction of (5). We have then
and since for all possible ar_l,p -ar_l < ar_1,
and this with (5) and (6) implies (7) Cb(xp) > CCA"1 • x"'"-1 : xa-', x"-"'-1) + Cb(xa'-1).
We now consider separately the four possibilities that p and ar_l be, respectively, odd or even. Completely Naive Multiplication. Since it does not always prove convenient to write a special squaring algorithm, it is important to consider the case where no advantage is taken of the symmetry in the product jc' • xf so that it has cost relative to (1) of C(x¡ -x': x', x') = 2// for all I & /;
and we shall use C(x") to denote the cost of x" evaluated in this way. Examination of the 69, 169 possible chains for x", 1 < n < 20 shows that 07) C(x") = Cb(xn), 1 < n < 20, but a proof for all n has yet to emerge. If, as seems probable, (17) is true for all n, it will still lack the uniqueness of (5) since C(x(x" • *"): x", x) = C(x"(x" • x): x",x) = 2n2 + An, so that for any odd n there will be at least two different chains costing the same. An example will serve to highlight the contrast between the uniqueness of Cb(xls) = C(x15) and the nonuniqueness of Cb(xls) = C(x15) and also the shortest chains for n= 15. bexp (x, 15) yields the chain (1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 14, 15) with cost C(x15) = 103 and C(xls) = 162. However, the chains (1,2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 15), (1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 14, 15), C(x") = ¿f± , whereas n = 21 -1 yields n2 + &n -91og,(n + 1) (19) C(xn) = -3-^-.
Since these represent the best and worst cases, we have bounds on C(xn)
From this we may observe that, assuming it costs 2« to divide x" by x, it will never be cheaper to obtain x2,_1 by dividing x2' by x since n2 -1 (« -O2 + 8(n -1) -91og, n C(xn * jc) -COc"-1) = ?-j± +2n--^3-2-= 31og2/i + 2 > 0 for all « = 2''. = n2 -n-l so for large n both C*(x") and C(x") are both 0(n2).
(3) Space Requirements. Lastly, we note that if the squaring and multiplication algorithms do not destroy their arguments until completion of the operation and they can doubly reference their arguments, then the space required by the binary algorithm to evaluate x", denoted by Sb(x"), is given by (3n \ I -, n even \ s6(*")=r )• \2n, n odd/ and this is clearly minimal.
Conclusion. The importance of the above theorem is that it assures us that, for integer and dense polynomial multiplication modulo m using a naive algorithm, the simple binary algorithm is the best one to use despite the fact that it sometimes takes more multiplication steps than other algorithms.
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